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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document specifies the full prototype of the Security, Privacy and Trust
Framework component of the SAFIRE Project. The role of security, privacy and trust in
the SAFIRE Project are reviewed and refined. The security challenges in the SAFIRE
environment are identified and an approach is elaborated that responds to the challenges
and offers innovation beyond the state-of-the-art in the unique context of SAFIRE that
is achievable within the resources of the project. The solution focuses on addressing
security issues that are unique to, or exacerbated by, SAFIRE while being capable of
being applied in the widely diverse information system environments that are to be
expected among the systems to which SAFIRE may be adopted as an adjunct.
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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
To ensure protection for production, product and customer data in a Factories-of-theFuture (FoF) setting, SAFIRE incorporates a security framework for Connected Product
Networks (CPNs) and a Systems of Production Systems (SOPS). The SAFIRE Security
Framework (SSF) follows emerging standards for industrial network security
architecture to leverage the considerable advancements in the common understanding of
the problems and approaches that are resulting from collaborative industry efforts.
These results are adapted to the SSF and extended in facets that are unique to SAFIRE.
Here we present the basic concepts of the SSF and the specific facets identified as those
to be further developed in WP5.
The SSF includes a language to express security policy specifications, modules to
implement policy enforcement, and interfaces that enable SAFIRE applications to
protect collected product and production data, as well as deployed product
reconfiguration data. The SSF includes runtime services comprising operations to
establish policies and to make authorised dynamic changes to policy, to invoke policy
decisions, and to enforce policy decisions. It will also maintain the policy database used
by the runtime mechanisms to make policy decisions.
The SSF defines a declarative policy description language to control the operation of the
runtime enforcement mechanisms in the SSF Runtime. The design and implementation
of the SSF emphasizes scalability to be able to support clouds of many different sizes
and big data environments.

1.2

SECURITY IN THE SAFIRE CONCEPT
The SAFIRE concept, Figure 1, identifies security as a key characteristic enabling
trustworthiness of the SAFIRE infrastructure.
Home Appliance Manufacturer
Factory

Connected Product Network

SAFIRE
Event-driven Data Ingestion & Situation Monitoring Services

Predictive
Analytics
Engine

Secure SAFIRE infrastructure

Reconfiguration
Quality
Evaluation
Services
Optimisation &
Reconfiguration
Engine

Reconfiguration
Interfaces

Situation
Determination
Services

Figure 1: SAFIRE initial concept
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To achieve this characteristic, Security Services are identified among the SAFIRE
services, and these Security Services are envisioned to mediate the interactions of the
SAFIRE solution with the use case systems and with the end users during the execution
phase of SAFIRE as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Security Services in SAFIRE Scenario

More specifically, the Security Services serve as a mediating layer at the boundaries of
the SAFIRE Framework, the SAFIRE Data Access Layer, and the Event-driven Data
Collection, Situation Monitoring Services & Reconfiguration Interfaces subsystems of
the SAFIRE Architecture, as depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Security Services within SAFIRE Architecture

1.3

EXPECTED OUTCOME
The SAFIRE Security Framework will:


provide guidance to those deploying SAFIRE in an industrial context to achieve
the necessary features and assurances of protection for system and user data;



provide tools, techniques, mechanisms and guidance for securing SAFIRE
augmented systems in a wide range of deployment alternatives; and



provide a common policy specification framework for distributed,
heterogeneous, interconnected IIoT systems, able to simultaneously support a
wide range of access control policies, in rich combinations while being able to
maintain an overall view of the net policy.
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1.4

CHANGES FROM EARLY SPECIFICATION OF SPT FRAMEWORK
The following content has been augmented or changed since the previous version of the
SPT Framework specification [SAFIRE D5.2, 2018]:

Page 4



Section 1. Introduction, in particular: 1.3



Section 2. Security Challenges, in particular: 2., 2.1, 2.2, 2.3



Section 3. Approach to the SAFIRE Security Framework, in particular: 3., 3.1,
3.2, 3.3 content detailing NGAC extensions moved to 6.2 and expanded



Section 4. Industrial Internet Security Framework Description, minor changes.



Section 5. Next Generation Access Control Description, minor changes.



Section 6. Specification of SAFIRE Security Approach and Services, substantial
additions and refinements.



Section 7. Requirements Coverage, added section.



Appendix A – NGAC Access Control Policy Specification, no change.



Appendix B – Mapping of NGAC to IISF Security Functions, added Appendix.
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2.

SECURITY CHALLENGES
There are two sources of challenge that we will address in the space of Security, Privacy
and Trust (SPT) within the SAFIRE project. Most obvious are the technical security
protections that must be provided in any production SAFIRE system. The
implementation of a solution to the identified security problem can be complex and
costly. It is typically the purview of an information systems department of the
organisation that owns and operates the underlying system (recall that SAFIRE is an
enhancing add-on to an existing system), and perhaps that a more specialized
information systems security unit within the information systems department. The
solution to the security challenges faced by the underlying system depend on the
assessed threats faced, the value of the assets, the information security policies of the
organisation, the protections afforded by the operational environment, the choices for
the underlying information systems technology, the chosen security features, and the
security products chosen to provide those features. The assembly of security products,
operational procedures, and personnel practices form a comprehensive solution that
suits the needs of the organisation. Because of the magnitude of this first challenge, the
second challenge for the SAFIRE Project becomes deciding on what specific efforts to
expend the necessarily limited resources allocated to SPT within the SAFIRE project in
order to enhance the SAFIRE solution and provide incremental benefit to the underlying
system.
Security, Privacy, and Trust are essential attributes of the industrial systems within
which SAFIRE technology is deployed, though they are not the primary focus of the
SAFIRE Project. To identify appropriate SPT objectives of the SAFIRE Project we
sought to define an appropriate scope for the SPT effort. Notwithstanding the
reasonable proportion of resources devoted to SPT on the project with respect to those
devoted to the driving project objectives, this allocation is not intended to result in a
comprehensive implementation of SPT as an outcome of the project. To pursue such a
comprehensive solution would be ill-advised for several reasons. First, it would be
impossible to implement di nuovo all of the components of a comprehensive SPT
solution because of the effort and cost, and it would be foolish to do so in any event,
because there are abundant choices among both open source and proprietary solutions
for most aspects of the needed security features.
Our most important preliminary task with respect to security, privacy, and trust was to
identify a worthy set of project-relevant objectives for the SPT effort. By this we intend
to find the intersection of the SPT challenges with the features of the SAFIRE project
that embody its novelty and expected contribution to the state-of-the-art. Thus we seek
the ideal target for the SPT effort not by focusing on the overall security problem
confronted by the underlying system to which SAFIRE is added, but by looking within
SAFIRE‘s distinguishing characteristics for security-relevant challenges that either
arise because of, or are exacerbated by, the ways in which the SAFIRE augmented
system is different to the non-SAFIRE system.

2.1

INTENTIONS
We adopt a perspective that encompasses the comprehensive security, privacy, and trust
needs of an industrial SAFIRE deployment as a frame of reference, while focusing the

14 November 2018
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majority of the SPT technical effort on advances that are of particular relevance to
SAFIRE.
We aim to coherently leverage available security features of the underlying system, as it
has been constructed by its owners, that may otherwise include features that are
unrelated, redundant, uncoordinated, overlapping, conflicting, or generally lacking in a
unified view.
Our intention is to provide an innovation to fill a gap that may exist in available security
mechanisms by providing a unified global access control policy and enforcement
scheme that can provide fine granularity of access controls on top of what the operating
environment is likely to offer.

2.2

GENERAL SECURITY CHALLENGES IN THE SAFIRE ENVIRONMENT
As described in the SAFIRE Concept document, industrial networks are the result of a
merging of Information Technology (IT) (business computing network infrastructure)
and Operational Technology (OT) (automation, data gathering, computing and
communication networks in the plant).
IT and OT have evolved mostly independently over decades and comprise their own
hardware, software, protocols, tools, and way of developing and deploying solutions.
Now the once separated worlds or IT and OT are being thrust into a connected
interdependence, with the goal to leverage this combination to achieve new capabilities,
greater efficiencies, and cost savings to the enterprise, while exploiting the unique
characteristics and strengths of each but also by compensating for their respective
weaknesses.
Challenges arise from the diversity and scale of the technologies involved in IT and OT.
There is a diversity of hardware and software environments. Many OT systems are
concerned with latency, while many IT systems are concerned with throughput and raw
capacity. The merging of IT and OT creates challenges beyond their technological
diversity. Beyond some similar areas of concern these two domains have traditionally
had some very different areas of concern. In particular, OT environments have had
safety as a critical concern, but security has not been a concern because of physical and
logical isolation. On the IT side security was very important, while safety was not a
concern. Even among their common areas of concern, there have also been differences
in emphasis in IT and OT. The very act of connecting IT and OT destabilizes the
equilibrium that each had independently achieved for its principal concerns and at the
same time creates new security and safety risks. This situation is depicted in Figure 4.1

1

Figure 4 and subsequent IISF figures are © 2016 IIC. All rights reserved, used with permission.
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Figure 4: IIoT as Convergence of IT and OT

Finding solutions to the new and exacerbated security and safety concerns must be done
within the context of the technological diversity of the combined systems, which in turn
gives rise to additional new challenges. Systems have grown in technological
complexity in several dimensions. First they have become a federation of components
from numerous sources. In many cases the vendor of one product may not foresee its
product being used in conjunction of some of the other products. Further, systems have
become distributed, adding both network connectivity complexity and complexity
resulting from an increased number of components on such networks. Thus there are
both combinatorial- and diversity-induced complexity in addition to complexity of
scale.
The increase in complexity occurs not only in the principal functional components but is
reflected in the security components and in the number of alternative security
component options. It is common for system architects and administrators to install
multiple security products in a large and complex system. Just as unforeseen feature
interactions occur in the functional space as complexity grows, so also does it give rise
to increasing difficulty of knowing the net security policy that is effectively being
enforced by the combination of the security products, and how closely does this
correspond to what is intended and needed?
In conclusion, with respect to security, privacy, and trust, there is substantial complexity
and choice in technologies and products to address that complexity. A structured
approach to identifying the technologies that are needed to address the security problem
of an IIoT system is offered by the Industrial Internet Consortium‘s (IIC) Industrial
Internet Security Framework (IISF), discussed further in a following section.

14 November 2018
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2.3

CHALLENGES OF PARTICULAR RELEVANCE TO SAFIRE
SAFIRE is concerned with Connected Product Networks (CPNs) and Systems of
Production Systems (SOPS). A featured capability that SAFIRE adds to the already
complex nature of such systems is (dynamic) reconfiguration and optimisation. This in
turn adds to the already significant challenges of security in statically configured CPNs
and SOPS the challenge of adapting the security solution to changes in system
configuration.
Reconfiguration may change the parameters of components or the architecture of a
system, which is represented by the number of types of components, and the
connections among them. This compounds the complexity normally arising from
various sources of diversity by causing the diversity itself to vary with time.
Thus, SAFIRE has the potential to exacerbate the security challenges generally, and in
particular the challenge of assurance that appropriate security policies and
configurations are being applied in a newly reconfigured system. Consequently, we are
able to identify the following security challenges as security-relevant challenges that
either arise because of, or are exacerbated by, the ways in which SAFIRE is different:
Security Challenge 1: The ability to know the net security policy of the various
policies independently enforced, according to their configuration data, by distinct
security mechanisms used within a complex system. This challenge is inherited from
statically configured systems but is exacerbated in SAFIRE due to reconfiguration.
Security Challenge 2: The ability to assess the initial adequacy of the constellation of
chosen security mechanisms and their respective configurations, and their continuing
adequacy after a reconfiguration or optimisation has been applied, or to determine the
need to modify the constellation of security mechanisms following such an application.

Page 8
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3.

APPROACH TO THE SAFIRE SECURITY FRAMEWORK
The SAFIRE SPT Framework is intended to address the specific SAFIRE security
challenges identified above and their solution in a way that serves the intention (Section
2.1) to adopt a perspective that serves in an incremental way the comprehensive
security, privacy, and trust needs of an industrial SAFIRE deployment.
A security framework should provide a comprehensive and coherent approach to system
security based on established system-level security principles and sound architectural
patterns. Without a security framework, the implementation of security features in a
system may be haphazard, often resulting in an unprincipled patchwork of security
products, leaving gaps in threat mitigation and enforcement of desired policies. A
security framework is developed over a long period of time through the collaboration of
numerous experienced practitioners. It is conceived to cover a broad range of
circumstances and accommodate the complexities and diversities that occur in practice.
From an analytical standpoint, a security framework provides generality and fosters
completeness. From an implementation standpoint, a security framework provides tools,
methods, and pre-packaged adaptable security strategies and components that ease
implementation, integration, and security evaluation. Accordingly, for SAFIRE we
sought an existing, well-developed security framework that is oriented toward the kind
of systems that SAFIRE is intended to augment.

3.1

SAFIRE SECURITY IMPLEMENTATION AND THE ABSTRACT PLATFORM
Each industrial SAFIRE deployment will have its own distinct security problem2. Since
SAFIRE is an ―add-on‖ capability, it will operate within the context of an existing
system that is already built and managed by the organisation‘s IT and OT staff.
We will refer to this existing system as the abstract platform upon which SAFIRE
operates. It comprises the processing and networking hardware, the system and
networking software, the applications, and application support software (such as
DBMSs). Many of the components of the abstract platform are not developed by the
platform owner and operator, but are commercial third-party products or freely
available software. For convenience we will also consider any additional infrastructure
components upon which SAFIRE depends to be part of the abstract platform.
There will be numerous security mechanisms provided by the abstract platform, not all
of which are used, some of which are overlapping, or redundant, or potentially
conflicting; and each having its own configuration mechanisms and enforcing its own
local policy.
We will define an Assume-Guarantee Contract between SAFIRE (generally, and the
SAFIRE Security Services in particular) and the abstract platform. SAFIRE will assume
certain features and functions to be provided by the abstract platform, and these things

2

We follow ISO 15408 [ISO-15408-1] in asserting that the security problem is defined by the
threats, organizational security policies, and environmental assumptions that are deemed to apply to
a particular system, and the derived security objectives that arise from these. The solution to the security problem is a set of security requirements that meet all of the security objectives.
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in turn are ostensibly guaranteed by the abstract platform. This assume-guarantee
contract allows the separation of responsibilities for the abstract platform‘s realisation
from that of functions specifically developed as part of SAFIRE. By making SAFIRE‘s
assumptions explicit, the platform‘s guarantees are partial requirements on the platform
and its environment that can serve to notify the platform owner/operator of what must
be provided, and as a basis for assessing the suitability of a provided platform for
hosting SAFIRE.
As will be seen, the security services offered by the abstract platform are augmented by
those of SAFIRE just as other services of the abstract platform are augmented by
SAFIRE features. Many of the security services of the SAFIRE-augmented platform
that correspond to conventional security functional requirements will be allocated to the
abstract platform, and those representing the unique contributions to the state-of-the-art
with respect to security by SAFIRE will be allocated to the SAFIRE security
implementation.

3.2

SOTA SECURITY METHODS APPLIED TO THE SAFIRE IMPLEMENTATION
We briefly describe existing state-of-the-art security methods and implementations
(―background technology‖) that will be applied and adapted to the SAFIRE Security
Framework and the SAFIRE security implementation, including technology previously
developed by a member of the Consortium (the anticipated adaptations and extensions
to carry these beyond the state-of-the-art are described in Section 3.3).
We note that the IISF, discussed below, does not represent an implementation of
mechanisms but a method for identifying needed functions. NGAC on the other hand
provides both methodology and mechanism for the non-conventionally supported access
control aspects of the SAFIRE security implementation.

3.2.1

IIC Industrial Internet Security Framework (IISF)
The Open Group, one of the members of the SAFIRE consortium, is a member
organisation of the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC). Members of The Open Group
serve actively on the IIC‘s authoring teams. The Open Group‘s Real-Time and
Embedded Systems Forum has followed the work of the IIC and the development of the
Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) and the Industrial Internet Security
Framework (IISF) [IISF]. These IIC standards are not prescriptive of specific
mechanisms or implementations but define relationships among levels of abstraction
and views of complex Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) systems. These are a class of
systems that includes those to which SAFIRE applies. By applying the IISF we expect
to leverage the considerable body of expertise and previous collaborative work that has
gone into developing the IISF. We have been informed that a joint task force for
security between the IIC and Industrie 4.0 has been launched with the IISF serving as
the starting point of that collaboration.
IISF provides us with a comprehensive view of an IIoT system and its security
functional requirements. It can provide to an operator of an IIoT system a reference
security architecture that identifies the security functions that may be needed to protect
aspects of the IIoT system.
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A more detailed description of the IISF is provided in Section 0.
3.2.2

Next Generation Access Control (NGAC)
The IISF highlights the foundational role of security model and policy in its functional
viewpoint. Critical aspects of this role are those addressed by NGAC.
NGAC is a novel approach to access control that affords unprecedented flexibility and
the ability to represent and enforce arbitrary attribute-based access control policies
within a unified framework. NGAC has not to our knowledge been applied previously
in industrial manufacturing or any Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) environment.
NGAC extensions will also be needed to address SAFIRE real-time data requirements
for security policy enforcement.
The features and particulars of the NGAC reference implementation(s), and the
published examples, suggest that it has thus far been applied to enterprise IT. However,
the scalability and flexibility of NGAC make it a potent tool for addressing the scale,
complexities, and security challenges of combined IT and OT as found in IIoT systems.
NGAC provides a framework and mechanisms that have the potential to unify the
system-wide access control policies of other combined underlying mechanisms, and
provide the ability to understand the net effect of the composed policies of the
underlying mechanisms.
There are several extant reference implementations (RI) of NGAC, mostly under the
name ―Policy Machine‖ (PM), that have been developed in recent years by the principal
authors of the NGAC standards. It has not been an apparent goal of these efforts to
provide an industrially deployable implementation that supports heterogeneous
environments, or that is readily extensible to new kinds of protected objects. Rather, the
RIs have all been proofs-of-concept, all the more so with the latest versions.
Nonetheless, with versions subsequent to the initial PM, the developers seem to have
taken into consideration some of our comments and requests made over the past two to
three years, with improvements such as independence from Microsoft Windows Server,
independence from Windows Active Directory, and independence from LDAP. They
have moved to store the policy information first in MySQL and then, as an option, in
Neo4j3, which is better suited to policies in the NGAC framework. As more recent
prototypes have emerged, they seem to have focused on narrower aspects of NGAC
functionality, rather than a complete system, such as improved algorithms, a Webservice-based NGAC server, RESTful APIs, and deployment in Docker containers,
though, as far as we understand, not all backward-compatible with their more complete
early PM versions. We continue to monitor the releases of their experiments, as it is
clear that many of their recent developments are relevant to our concerns.
NGAC is described in the source documents [FGJ15], [Int15], [Int16a] and [Int16b].
Several versions of reference implementations of NGAC are described in [G+] and
[Gav07].

3

Neo4j is a graph database that is available in community and commercial versions.
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The Open Group has implemented some of our own NGAC standard-inspired tools and
a simple declarative language to express policies that comply with the NGAC
framework. Specifically, a desktop command-line tool called ‗ngac‘ that loads policies
expressed in the declarative language and can answer queries such as
―access(policy1,(u1,r,o2))‖, the meaning of which is: ―under policy ‗policy1‘, is user
‗u1‘ allowed to read object ‗o2‘?‖.
The declarative language is easily read from a graphical representation of the policy,
and is more intuitive than the imperative language of the PM RI. The ‗ngac‘ policy tool
can generate a translation of the declarative policy in the imperative language for import
into the earlier PM servers. The present declarative language does not support the entire
NGAC policy framework, lacking prohibitions and obligations. The specification of our
background declarative language is given in Section 9 APPENDIX A – NGAC Access
Control Policy Specification. SAFIRE will make extensions to the background
implementation as summarized in Section 3.3.2 and elaborated in Section 6.2.
A more detailed description of the NGAC state-of-the-art is provided in Section 5 and
Section 9 (Appendix A).

3.3

EXPECTED INNOVATIONS BEYOND SOTA
Innovations beyond state-of-the-art with respect to the SAFIRE Security Framework
consist mainly of application of the IISF to the identification and organisation of
security functions, and the application of NGAC and specific extensions to NGAC for
access control in the SAFIRE reconfigurable environment. Section 4 Section 5 and
Section 9 (Appendix A) provide detailed descriptions of the IISF and NGAC
background technologies respectively. Section 6 contains the specification of the
extensions and application of the background technologies as developed in the SAFIRE
Project.

3.3.1

Application of the IISF
The IISF addresses a class of systems that includes those FoF systems that are the target
of SAFIRE technology. By following the IISF the SAFIRE project expects to leverage
the considerable body of expertise and previous work that has gone into developing the
IISF. Within that framework SAFIRE will develop a technical approach to the unique
security problems arising from the most significant distinguishing characteristics of
SAFIRE systems: (dynamic) reconfiguration and optimisation.
Guidance we will provide to SAFIRE adopters in the Full Prototype documentation will
recommend use of the IISF for general assessment of the appropriateness and
completeness of security functions provided and used within the system that is being
augmented by SAFIRE, and for specific identification of functions needed from the
abstract platform by SAFIRE‘s security extensions.

3.3.2

Adaptation and extensions to NGAC
SAFIRE seeks to make advancements by exploring coherent system-wide security
policy and enforcement in IIoT systems. Thus the SAFIRE Security Framework must
provide an expressive, dynamic, and comprehensible security policy description and
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enforcement vehicle. The base requirements are met by the policy modelling and
enforcement framework expressed in the NGAC Functional Architecture and related
standards.
We intend to demonstrate how the application of NGAC can provide a unifying
approach to policy definition and access control in SAFIRE‘s dynamic FoF IIoT
environment that is the result of reconfiguration and optimisation. To do so NGAC had
to be more usable, portable (to be deployable in more diverse environments than its
reference implementations)e, made more easily extensible for new kinds of protected
objects, and made more supportive of policy composition. To achieve this we have
made the adaptations and extensions to NGAC specified in Section 6.2.
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4.

INDUSTRIAL INTERNET SECURITY FRAMEWORK (IISF) DESCRIPTION
The Industrial Internet Security Framework (IISF) is a product of the efforts of the
Industrial Internet Consortium to create a broad industry consensus on how to secure
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) systems. The IISF builds on the Industrial Internet
Reference Architecture (IIRA), which identifies the architectural components of such
systems and their mutual interactions.
The IISF starts by identifying key desirable system characteristics of IIoT systems and
the importance of their assurance. It then covers security assessment for organizations,
architectures and technologies, and evaluating probable attacks within a risk analysis
framework. Finally, the IISF examines the functional and implementation viewpoints of
the IIRA and describes practices and mechanisms for achieving security and
establishing trust.

4.1

SECURITY BUILDING BLOCKS
The IISF functional viewpoint includes the identification of the functional building
blocks of the security framework, illustrated in Figure 5. The figure depicts three layers,
the upper layer representing four core security functions: endpoint protection,
communications and connectivity protection, security monitoring and analysis, and
security configuration and management. These functions are in turn supported by the
data protection functions of the second layer and a security model and policy functions
of the third layer.

Figure 5: IISF functional building blocks

4.2

MAPPING IISF TO SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION
The IISF establishes first a generic mapping, shown in Figure 6, from the security
framework‘s functional viewpoint, to the IIRA Functional View and then to the IIoT
System View, which includes both operational technology (OT) and information
technology (IT) and their interconnects.
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Figure 6: IISF to IIRA to IIoT system mapping

We will employ this mapping approach to demonstrate the adequacy of security
functions in the SAFIRE architecture and to facilitate its deployment in an actual
system, identifying the elements of the SAFIRE implementation and the abstract
platform that correspond to the IISF functional elements. There will often be numerous
options for how the security functions can be provided, based on the features of the
operating environment and third party software frameworks or security products, and
we do not intend to unnecessarily prejudice or constrain choices among those options.
Our objective is to provide the generic mapping and the implementation principles to be
applied in making choices for the realization of security functions in actual systems and
to provide guidance to help achieve a consistent and coherent set of choices, and to help
ensure that needed functions are not omitted.
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5.
5.1

NEXT GENERATION ACCESS CONTROL (NGAC) DESCRIPTION
NGAC MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
According to the NGAC-FA Standard [Int16a]:
Next Generation Access Control (NGAC) is reinvention of traditional access
control into a form that suits the needs of modern, distributed,
interconnected enterprise. The NGAC framework is designed to be scalable,
to support a wide range of access control policies, to enforce different types
of policies simultaneously, to provide access control services for different
types of resources, and remain manageable in the face of change.
According to the NGAC-FA Standard [Int16a]:

5.2

NGAC POLICY FRAMEWORK
The material in this section is contained also in APPENDIX A – NGAC Access Control
Policy Specification, Section 9.1; where it is duplicated for the convenience of the
reader.
The core constructs of the access control framework are:



A set of basic elements – representing entities
A set of containers of different types – to represent characteristics of basic
elements
 A set of relations – to represent relationships among basic elements and
containers
There is also a set of commands for the creation, deletion and maintenance of basic
elements, containers and relations.
The basic elements comprise:






Users – unique entities that are either humans, trusted programs, or devices
Processes – system entities that have a reliable user identity and operate in a
distinct memory
Objects – resources to which access is controlled, e.g. files, messages, database
records, etc.
Operations – denote actions performed on elements of policy (either external
protected resources or internal resources)
access rights – enable actions to be performed on elements of policy (either
external protected resources or internal resources)

Containers comprise:
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or property. The members of a user attribute may be users or other user
attributes. Membership is transitive.
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Object attributes – defines membership on the basis of an abstract object
characteristic or property. Members of an object attribute may be objects or
other object attributes. Membership is transitive.
Policy classes – defines membership related to an access control policy, such as
RBAC, MLS. Members of a policy class may be users, user attributes, object, or
object attributes. Multiple policy classes may exist simultaneously.

Every user attribute, object attribute, and policy class has a unique identifier. Policies
are expressed as configurations of relations of the following four types:





Assignment – defines membership within containers, involves a pair of policy
elements
Association – defines authorized modes of access, it is a 3-tuple
< userattribute, accessrightset, attribute >
Prohibition – specifies a privilege exception, it is a 4-tuple (of 3 different kinds
described below)
Obligation – dynamically alters access state, triggered by an event; it is a 3-tuple
< user, eventpattern, eventresponse >

The prohibition relation has three forms:




<user, accessrightset, inclusiveattributeset, exclusiveattributeset>
<userattribute, accessrightset, inclusiveattributeset, exclusiveattributeset>
<process, accessrightset, inclusiveattributeset, exclusiveattributeset>

Events that trigger obligations may include the following information:







Operation;
User ID;
Process ID;
One of the user attributes of the process performing the operation;
Policy element ids representing a resource or policy information; or
One or more attributes of the resource or policy information on which the
operation has been performed.

From the four configured relation types above, four types of derived relations can be
computed for the purpose of making access control decisions:





Access control entry – derived from association; < user, accessright >
Capability – derived from association; < accessright, policyelement >
Privilege – derived from association; < user, accessright, policyelement >
Restriction – derived from conjunctive and disjunctive prohibition relations of
the same form; restricts process from performing an operation against a policy
element, based on process attributes.

The administrative commands provide for:
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5.3

NGAC POLICY SPECIFICATION AND ENFORCEMENT
Security policies, as well as the definition of the subjects and objects of the access
control system and their attributes are readily presented in the form of a directed graph.
This graph is an external representation of a model constructed in the PM reference
implementation server. There are two ways to build and manipulate this model in the
NGAC reference implementation, through a GUI provided by the PM Administration
application, and through a terse and primitive command language that can be stored in
files and executed by the PM server. The command language is not described in this
document, but a more usable declarative language developed by The Open Group is
described in APPENDIX A – NGAC Access Control Policy Specification with an
example.
NGAC policy enforcement is achieved by a mechanism that is organised according to
the functional architecture introduced by the NGAC FA standard and illustrated in the
following section.

5.4

NGAC FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
The functional architecture of NGAC as represented in the NGAC literature and the
standard is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: NGAC Functional Architecture
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The Open Group‘s version of the functional architecture differs from this figure in that
it unbundles the PEPs and RAPs from the NGAC perimeter. The motivation for and
significance of this change is discussed in Section 6.2.

5.5

NGAC REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATIONS
The reference implementation of the NGAC standard consists primarily of the
components: the PM server, the PM admin tool, the Kernel Simulator, and the Session
Manager. These components are implemented in Java and communicate over SSL
sockets. It was developed to run on Windows Server, with LDAP, Active Directory,
Certificate Authority, and other system and network services. A new version recently
released eliminates the need for Windows Server, LDAP and AD. Considerable support
is still required from the IT environment in which the PM operates. In place of
LDAP/AD a newer PM reference implementation used a MySQL database. The current
reference implementation is capable of using a MySQL database or a Neo4j graph
database.
A recent development made public by its developers is a Web-based version of the PM
Server, however it is not as complete as the earlier reference implementations, and
apparently intended only to demonstrate the feasibility of a Web-based server. It does
not include the administration tools, the user environment, or the APIs of the earlier
versions.
The very latest release that we are aware of, which has not yet been published, is a
version of the PM Server that runs in a Docker container.
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6.
6.1

SPECIFICATION OF SAFIRE SECURITY APPROACH AND SERVICES
APPLICATION OF THE IISF TO SAFIRE PLATFORM AND SECURITY SERVICES
The IISF identifies many different security practices and mechanisms that must be
applied to an IIoT system. It provides excellent guidance in the effort to obtain
completeness of security coverage.
The IISF functional building blocks are intended to address security across all the
functional domains of the Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA), from endto-end from edge to cloud.
IISF-SAFIRE Security Services and Abstract Platform Correspondence
We intend to develop a correspondence of IISF functional building blocks to the
SAFIRE Architecture and to the SAFIRE Abstract Platform. The SAFIRE Architecture
was presented in Figure 3. The SAFIRE Abstract Platform is the sum total of operating
environment, network, and application components that SAFIRE technology depends
upon.
The IISF-SAFIRE Security Services and Abstract Platform Correspondence will
provide a mapping from the elements of the IISF functional building blocks to the
SAFIRE Security Services and the SAFIRE Abstract Platform.
The Correspondence will identify the needed IISF elements and define them in terms of
SAFIRE Security Services and SAFIRE Abstract Platform. During the process of
developing the Correspondence, as the use cases and the SAFIRE Architecture are
implemented, there will be opportunities and motivation for clarification and refinement
of the Correspondence.
In the case of some IISF functional components the mapping will be made to security
features of the SAFIRE Abstract Platform. Some portions may also be made to
operational security procedures rather than technical mechanisms.
Functions that must be provided by security procedures, by the operating
environment(s) of the Abstract Platform, or by third party products integrated as part of
a specific use case will be noted as Assumptions on the Abstract Platform. This
designation is also used as the default, if it has not yet been determined whether a
component of the SAFIRE Security Services will satisfy the requirement.
NGAC has the potential to be applied in several areas identified by the IISF. Its primary
application is data protection – access control security policy at endpoint systems. It can
also provide integrity protection at the endpoints.
There are several secondary potential areas of application of NGAC within the IISF
functional framework: configuration & management data protection, communications
data protection, and monitoring data protection. It can also be used to protect its own
policy configuration data.
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APPENDIX B – Mapping of NGAC to IISF Security Functions contains a preliminary
version of the role of the NGAC subsystem within the SAFIRE system in addressing the
security functional needs identified in the IISF.

6.2

NGAC-BASED FEATURES OF THE SAFIRE SECURITY SERVICES
The Open Group‘s version of the functional architecture differs from the version
presented in past NGAC documents and standards in that it ―unbundles‖ the PEPs and
RAPs from the NGAC perimeter as shown in Figure 8. This is a response to our
practical experience with getting application developers to adapt their code to use
NGAC to access their resources. It is not practical to modify the NGAC implementation
every time it is desired to add new protected object class access methods. This
architecture enables a more extensible implementation of NGAC by easing the addition
of new protected object kinds.

Figure 8: Our NGAC functional architecture with "unbundled" PEP & RAP

In The Open Group‘s approach the developer creates appropriate PEP and RAP
components for new object classes or access methods following simple templates,
resulting in separate small and trusted4 PEP and RAP components. The PEP template
includes calls to the Policy Server through the RESTful Policy Query Interface. Besides
marshalling and de-marshalling communication parameters, the PEP consists of a single
decision based on calling the Policy Server (PDP) and either returning an error
condition to its caller if the PDP returned deny, or calling the RAP and completing the
access operation if the PDP returned permit (or grant).
4

What makes the components trusted is the role they play in the architecture; what makes them
trustworthy is a combination of their isolation as separate components, their distinct keys for trusted
channel communication, their simplicity, and their construction from approved well-developed
templates.
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Another feature of our version of the architecture is a lightweight Policy Server that
places fewer demands on the operating environment resulting in a more portable
implementation.
Other extensions to the NGAC background embodied in our design and implementation
are described in the following paragraphs.
Declarative Policy Language
We have previously developed a simple declarative policy specification language,
mentioned in Section 3.2.2, as a partial implementation of the NGAC policy framework,
which we introduced as current state-of-the-art. On the SAFIRE Project we have
extended that language and are implementing the mechanisms to process the extended
language. The additional features of the language include:


Ability to define new object classes – Previously, object classes are arbitrary
identifiers that are not checked.



Ability to define specific operations that correspond to an object class – This
will improve the robustness of policy specifications and the ability of the policy
handling software to identify potential errors, especially in the specification of
complex policies, by enabling type checking of object operations referenced in
policy rules.



Explicit support for policy composition in the language – Previously, policy
combination was implemented only using a command in the ‗ngac‘ tool but was
not part of the language. The needed features are discussed more in the
following section.

The definition of the declarative policy specification language presented in the
following represents the new language including the aforementioned extensions.
Policy Composition
For large heterogeneous IIoT systems there needs to be a representation in the policy
language for the composition of policies and support for various forms of composition.
The previous implementation of the ‗ngac‘ policy tool did not fully support combined
policies such as the example (Figure 11) in APPENDIX A. The implementation as a
command in the ‗ngac‘ tool has now been extended to correctly handle such examples.
However, we anticipate a need to express policy composition within the declarative
language not just as a command outside of the language. This will initially include the
simple composition illustrated in the APPENDIX but also can be further extended to
more sophisticated forms of policy composition expressions involving distinct
composition operators. The extensions already performed required changes to policy
tool algorithms and the internal representation of policies. These changes will also
support the potential future introduction of additional special-purpose composition
operators.
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Lightweight Policy Server
The Early Prototype of the SPT Framework includes a lightweight policy server based
on the decision logic of the ‗ngac‘ policy tool. In this version, full policies may be
loaded into the server using ‗ngac‘ tool commands before the server is initiated. The
loaded policy that is to be used to compute the response to access queries can be
changed by a command that indicates the name of the new policy to use. In the EP
implementation a given policy is indivisible and static, in that it does not change after it
is loaded.
A key distinguishing characteristic of the SAFIRE Project is product or process
reconfiguration. An NGAC policy applies to a given configuration. The premise of a
changeable configuration implies the need for changeable policy. This could be
approached as either a total policy change when moving from one configuration to
another configuration, or as an incremental policy change. Since a total policy change
can be viewed as a special case of an incremental change, we prefer to take the more
general approach of implementing incremental policy change in SAFIRE. However,
since unrestricted dynamic policy change could open a number of difficult issues, we
limit the difficulties by limiting the scope of changes can be made to a policy
incrementally. We refer to this as constrained incremental policy change, with an
identified limited set of operations. (A needed policy change that exceeds what can be
achieved under these constraints can still be achieved with a total policy change.) The
following incremental policy change operations are provided:


Add user and delete user



Add object and delete object



Add and delete assignment of user to user attribute



Add and delete assignment of object to object attribute

These operations will be implemented as part of a new Policy Administration Interface
API shown in Figure 8.
Unbundled PEPs and RAPs for new Object Classes
Application developers need to be able to adapt to NGAC without waiting for further
NGAC development before their needed resources can be available under NGAC
authority. The developer already knows the resource and how it is to be accessed by the
application. It should not be necessary to modify the core NGAC implementation for
every such example. Instead, the developer should be able to construct all of the
components of the object access path (indicated by the color orange in Figure 8) and test
the application without involvement of the NGAC server if necessary. The necessary
components are small trusted components that consist primarily of code that likely
exists already in some form within the application. The developer must extract these
relatively small bits of code from the application and place them into templates for
Policy Enforcement Points (PEP) and Resource Access Points (RAP). The definition of
the Policy Enforcement Interfaces and Resource Access Interfaces are thus under the
control of the developer. The constructed PEP need only query the Policy Decision
Point (PDP) through the Policy Query Interface.
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We have provided an example template for PEPs and RAPs that application developers
can use to easily develop PEPs and RAPs to add new kinds of protected resources to the
NGAC scheme.

6.2.2

Enhanced declarative policy specification language
The SAFIRE enhanced declarative policy language supports policy composition and the
definition of new object classes and operations.
A declarative policy specification is of the form:
policy( <policy name>, <policy root>, <policy elements> ).
where,
<policy name> is an identifier for the policy definition
<policy root> is an identifier for the policy class defined by this definition
<policy elements> is a list [ <element>, ... , <element> ]
where each <element> is one of:
user( <user identifier> )
user_attribute( <user attribute identifier> )
object_class( <object class identifier>, <operations> )
object( <object identifier> )
object( <object identifier>, <object class identifier>, <inh>, <host name>,
<path name>, <base node type>, <base node name> )
object_attribute( <object attribute identifier> )
policy_class( <policy class identifier> )
composed_policy( <new policy name>, <policy name1>, <policy name2> )
operation( <operation identifier> )
assign( <entity identifier>, <entity identifier> )
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associate( <user attribute id>, <operations>, <object attribute id> )
where <operations> is a list:
[ <operation identifier>, ... , <operation identifier> ]
connector( 'PM′ )
The initial character of all identifiers must be a lower-case letter or the identifier must
be quoted with single quotes, e.g. smith or ’Smith’ (identifiers are case sensitive so these
examples are distinct). Quoting of an identifier that starts with a lower-case letter is
optional, e.g. smith and ’smith’ are not distinct.
Additionally:
< inh > can be yes or no.
< host name> contains the name of the host where the corresponding file system object
resides.
< path name> is the complete path name of the corresponding file system object.

6.2.3

Enhanced ‘ngac’ policy tool
The ‗ngac‘ policy tool for doing standalone policy development and testing is extended
for policy composition and with the ability to start the security server. The tools offers
the command line prompt ―ngac>‖, to which it accepts the following admin user
commands:


version.

Display the current version number.


versions.

Display past versions with description and current version.


help.

List the commands available in the current mode.


help( <command name> ).

Give a synopsis of the named command.


admin.

Switch to admin (normal) user mode.


advanced.

Switch to advanced user mode.
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import_policy( <policy file> ).

Import a declarative policy file and make it the current policy.


newpol( <policy name> ).

Set a policy to be the new current policy.


combine( <policy name 1>, <policy name 2>, <combined policy name> ).

Combine two policies to form a new combined policy with the given name.


access( <policy name>, <permission triple> ).

Check whether a permission triple is a derived privilege of the policy.


proc( <procedure name> [, verbose] ).

Run the named command procedure, optionally verbose.


proc( <procedure name> [, step] ).

Run the named command procedure, optionally pausing after each command.


script( <file name> [, verbose] ).

Run the named command file, optionally verbose.


script( <file name> [, step] ).

Run the named command file, optionally pausing after each command.


server( <port > ).

Start the server on the given port number.


echo( <string > ).

Print the argument string, useful in command procedures.


nl.

Print a newline, useful in command procedures.


regtest.

Run built-in regression tests.


halt.

Exit the tool.
There are, and may in the future be, additional advanced user commands to support
development and diagnostics.

6.2.4

Enhanced ‘ngac-server’ policy server
Comprising the Policy Decision Point (PDP), the Policy Administration Point (PAP),
and the Policy Information Point (PIP) of the NGAC functional architecture. The policy
server implements a Policy Query Interface API to be queried by PEPs, and a Policy
Administration Interface API to be used to incrementally change the policy the server is
using to compute access queries.
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The policy server may be initiated within the ‗ngac‘ tool by issuing the command
server( <port> ). at the tool‘s command prompt ―ngac>‖.
The enhanced server offers the following RESTful APIs as the Policy Query Interface:
pqapi/access – test for access permission under current policy
Parameters
 user = <user identifier>
 ar = <access right>
 object = <object identifier>
Returns
 ―permit‖ or ―deny‖ based on the current policy
 ―no current policy‖ if the server does not have a current policy set
Effects
 none

pqapi/getobjectinfo – get object metadata
Parameters
 object = <object identifier>
Returns
 ―object=<obj id>,oclass=<obj class>,inh=<t/f>,host=<host>,
path=<path>,basetype=<btype>,basename=bname>‖
Effects
 none

The enhanced server offers the following APIs as the Policy Administration Interface. A
―failure‖ response is typically preceded by a string indicating the reason for the failure.
paapi/getpol – get current policy being used for policy queries
Parameters
 none
Returns
 <policy identifier> or ―failure‖
Effects
 none

paapi/setpol – set current policy to be used for policy queries
Parameters
 policy = <policy identifier>
Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
 ―unknown policy‖ if the named policy is not known to the server
Effects
 sets the server‘s current policy to the named policy

paapi/add – add an element to the current policy
Parameters
 policy = <policy identifier>
 policyelement = <policy element> only user, object, and assignment elements as defined in the
declarative policy language; restriction: only user to user attribute and object to object attribute
assignments may be added. Elements referred to by an assignment must be added before adding
an assignment that refers to them.
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Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
Effects
 The named policy is augmented with the provided policy element

paapi/delete – delete an element from the current policy
Parameters
 policy = <policy identifier>
 policyelement = <policy element> permits only user, object, and assignment elements as defined in the declarative policy language; restriction: only user-to-user-attribute and object-toobject-attribute assignments may be deleted. Assignments must be deleted before the elements to
which they refer.
Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
Effects
 The specified policy element is deleted from the named policy

paapi/load – load a policy file into the server
Parameters
 policyfile = <policy file name>
Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
Effects
 stores the loaded policy in the server
 does NOT set the server‘s current policy to the loaded policy

paapi/combinepol – combine policies to form new policy
Parameters
 policy1 = <first policy name>
 policy2 = <second policy name>
 combined = <combined policy name>
Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
 ―error combining policies‖ if the combine operation fails for any reason
Effects
 the new combined policy is stored on the server

paapi/unload – unload a policy from the server
Parameters
 policy = <policy name>
Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
 ―unknown policy‖ if the named policy is not known to the server
Effects
 the named policy is unloaded from the server
 sets the server‘s current policy to ―none‖ if the unloaded policy is the current policy

paapi/initsession – initiate a session for user on the server
Parameters
 session = <session identifier>
 user = <user identifier>
Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
 ―session already registered‖ if already known to the server
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Effects
 the new session and user is stored

paapi/endsession – end a session on the server
Parameters
 session = <session identifier>
Returns
 ―success‖ or ―failure‖
 ―session unknown‖ if not known to the server
Effects
 the identified session is deleted from the server

When a compiled version of the policy tool or the policy server is started from the
command line, several command line options are recognized.


--admin, -a <admintoken> use the token to authenticate requests to the paapi



--deny, -d respond to all access requests with deny



--grant, -g respond to all access requests with grant



--import, -i <policyfile> import the policy file on startup



--port, -p <portnumber> server should listen on specified port number



--selftest, -s run self tests on startup



--verbose, -v show all messages

An active session identifier may be used as an alternative to a user identifier in an
access query made to the Policy Query Interface.
The policy administration functions should not be made available to the normal object
PEPs. Rather the Policy Administration API should be accessible only to an
administratively authorised user through the policy administration tool or a process with
the same authorisation, and some functions such as setpol/getpol should be accessible
only to the ―shell‖ program that executes the NGAC client application. In this way, the
―shell‖ that controls execution of the application would also determine the user/session
and policy under which the application should execute.
6.2.5

Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and Resource Access Point (RAP) templates
The template illustrates the construction of a PEP that queries the PDP and uses a RAP.
The PEP template exhibits the definition of a server for a RESTful Policy Enforcement
Interface consisting of the APIs:
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peapi/getObject – get an entire object (including opening/closing)



peapi/putObject – put an entire object (including opening/closing)



peapi/openObject – open an object for incremental reading/writing



peapi/readObject – read from an open object



peapi/writeObject – write to an open object



peapi/closeObject – close an open object

The RAP template should illustrate how a PEP may access a resource server through a
RAP. The example included in the Early Prototype is a RAP for ordinary OS files, and
illustrates file_open, file_close and file_read APIs.

6.3

SECURITY FRAMEWORK EARLY AND FULL PROTOTYPES
The content of the SAFIRE Security Framework early prototype is described in the
document D5.3 Early Prototype of the SPT Framework.
The full prototype is specified by this document. It is an evolutionary development of
the early prototype.
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7.

REQUIREMENTS COVERAGE
This section presents the coverage of the related requirements by the SPT Framework
by the functionalities allocated to either: a) the SAFIRE platform as identified in the
IISF mapping (Section 6.1); and/or to b) the NGAC-based features (Section 6.2),
developed in the course of WP5 Integration of Cloud Analysis and Reconfiguration
Platform. The requirements presented in this section are based on relevant ones
enumerated in Section 5 of SAFIRE deliverable D1.1 [SAFIRE D1.1, 2017]. In all the
tables presented in this section, there are two columns provided to indicate the
requirements coverage for the early (EP) and full (FP) prototypes; the former as
described in SAFIRE deliverable D5.3 [SAFIRE D5.3, 2018].
The EP of the SPT Framework focuses on a demonstration of the initial NGAC
capability for SAFIRE and an example of the manner in which it is to be integrated with
SAFIRE components. It assumes the essential support of security features of the
platform and is not intended to demonstrate the completeness of the interaction between
the platform features and the NGAC implementation. Under this strict interpretation, the
platform is not listed under EP for most requirements, but is listed where appropriate
under the FP, and NGAC is listed under the EP as providing the means to satisfy such
requirements as it will ultimately be employed in the FP.
In the following tables, P indicates that the requirements is allocated to the platform
through the IISF mapping of the SAFIRE SPT Framework, and N indicates that the
requirement is allocated to the NGAC implementation in the SAFIRE SPT Framework.
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7.1

SYSTEM SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Table 1: Security and Privacy Requirements
Req.
No.

Requirement

Overall
Priority

EP

FP
5

6

7

8

U94

Ensures data integrity

SHALL

N

P ,N

U95

Prevents unauthorized access

SHALL

N

P ,N

U96

Provides secure access to generated
knowledge in the cloud

SHALL

-

P, N

U97

Able to process obfuscated data

SHALL

-

P

U98

Provides at least the same level of security as
afforded by the operating environment

SHALL

-

U99

Support for different user roles for secure
access control

SHALL

N

N

U100

Supports established authentication capabilities
(hardware / passwords…)

SHALL

-

P ,N

U101

Provides data confidentiality management
facilities

SHALL

N

P, N

U102

Provides secure connectivity from machines to
cloud

SHALL

-

P

U103

Provides support for VPN connectivity

SHOULD

-

P

U104

Provides encryption of data at rest locally

SHALL

-

P

16

U105

Provides encryption of data at rest in the cloud

SHALL

-

P

17

U106

Provides encryption of data during transport

SHALL

-

P

18

9

10

11

P ,N
12

13

14

15

5

The platform must provide basic data integrity, specifically: no unauthorized writing or deletion.
NGAC policies may be used to grant or deny the ability to write to NGAC protected resources.
7
The platform must provide basic data confidentiality, specifically: no unauthorized reading.
8
NGAC policies may be used to grant or deny the ability to read NGAC protected resources.
9
To the extent that NGAC PEPs/RAPs are implemented for cloud resources .
10
Encryption and management of data-at-rest (DAR) (e.g. by encrypted file systems or volumes), or data-in-transit
(DIT) (e.g. by transport-level or link-level encryption), is allocated to the platform, which transparently delivers unencrypted data through standard APIs for processing by applications. (Homomorphic encryption is not considered.) See
also U104-U106.
11
The platform provides isolation and exclusive access to NGAC mechanisms for data protected by NGAC.
12
As a general attribute-based access control system, NGAC supports role-based policies.
13
The platform provides initial user authentication for login.
14
FP NGAC provides the ability to bind a user and a session, used for NGAC policy-based access checks.
15
FP NGAC policies may be specified by an administrator and modified dynamically by authorized subjects.
10
16
See U97 and .
10
17
See U97 and
10
18
See U97 and
6
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7.1

TRUST
Table 2: Trust Requirements
Req.
No.

7.2

Requirement

Overall
Priority

EP

FP

SHALL

N

P ,N

19

20

U107

Supports the establishment
of rules/policies of
trustworthiness (safety,
privacy, security, reliability,
resilience)

U108

Allows sharing of analysis
results with designated
people

SHOULD

N

P, N

21

U109

Allows collaboration of
designated groups for
building a knowledge base

SHOULD

N

P, N

22

U110

Authenticates who/what is
sending data

SHOULD

-

P

Overall
Priority

EP

FP

SHALL

-

P

SHOULD

-

P

23

RELIABILITY
Table 3: Reliability Requirements
Req.
No.

Requirement

U111

Production system remains
operational in case of
unavailability of SAFIRE

U112

Provides capabilities to
prevent failure in case of
erroneous or overload of
input data

U113

Provides error logging

SHALL

-

P

U114

Able to recover after failure

SHALL

-

P

19

Safety, reliability, and resilience objectives are allocated to the platform.
NGAC-based policies may specify access control rules that may be used to enforce legitimate access to data to
achieve security and privacy objectives, and also safety, reliability, and resilience objectives to the extent that these can
be reduced to data access control.
21
Data sharing policies may be designed and specified by information system architects and administrators, and these
may be enforced by NGAC-based mechanisms. The framework provides the ability to specify elaborate policies that
may be based on user identity, membership in a group (attribute), and on attributes of the data object.
21
22
See U108 and .
23
The foundational user authentication is done by the platform, which also provides integrity and user associations of
13 14
processes, and confidentiality/integrity of data connections among components. See U100, U102, and ,
20
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9.

APPENDIX A – NGAC ACCESS CONTROL POLICY SPECIFICATION
According to the NGAC-FA Standard [Int16a]:
Next Generation Access Control (NGAC) is reinvention of traditional access
control into a form that suits the needs of modern, distributed,
interconnected enterprise. The NGAC framework is designed to be scalable,
to support a wide range of access control policies, to enforce different types
of policies simultaneously, to provide access control services for different
types of resources, and remain manageable in the face of change.
The access control policy specification representations to be described are based on the
framework provided by the Next Generation Access Control (NGAC) standard:


Next Generation Access Control Functional Architecture (NGAC-FA) [Int16a],



Next Generation Access Control Generic Operations and Data Structures
(NGAC-GOADS) [Int15], and



Next Generation Access Control Implementation Requirements, Protocols and
API Definitions (NGAC-IRPAD) [Int16b].

Where the standards leave off the ―Policy Machine‖ reference implementation is
consulted for details.
We begin in Section 9.1 with a description of the access control framework. In Section
9.2 we describe the representations found in the standards or in the reference
implementation, including a graphical representation, the low-level textual
representation, and the low-level imperative command representation are distilled from
the standards and the reference implementation. The low-level imperative command
representation of policy is that of the reference implementation described in [Gav07]. It
is capable of dynamic policy changes that can be done under the control of scripts
triggered by events.
In section 4 we present some alternative policy representations that we have developed,
including an alternative to the low-level imperative command representation and a
novel declarative representation used by our ‗ngac‘ policy tool. The declarative
representation is cleaner and more intuitive. We have not yet investigated its extension
for dynamic policies though our tool does have scripting capabilities that may be
extended and adapted for the purpose.
Examples and figures following are taken from the NGAC standard document and from
documents describing the Policy Machine [FGJ15, Gav07] reference implementation
[G+] of the NGAC standard. The examples are recast in the alternative declarative
representation.

9.1

THE ACCESS CONTROL FRAMEWORK
The core constructs of the access control framework are:
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A set of basic elements – representing entities
A set of containers of different types – to represent characteristics of basic
elements
 A set of relations – to represent relationships among basic elements and
containers
There is also a set of commands for the creation, deletion and maintenance of basic
elements, containers and relations.
The basic elements comprise:






Users – unique entities that are either humans, trusted programs, or devices
Processes – system entities that have a reliable user identity and operate in a
distinct memory
Objects – resources to which access is controlled, e.g. files, messages, database
records, etc.
Operations – denote actions performed on elements of policy (either external
protected resources or internal resources)
access rights – enable actions to be performed on elements of policy (either
external protected resources or internal resources)

Containers comprise:




User attributes – defines membership on the basis of an abstract user capability
or property. The members of a user attribute may be users or other user
attributes. Membership is transitive.
Object attributes – defines membership on the basis of an abstract object
characteristic or property. Members of an object attribute may be objects or
other object attributes. Membership is transitive.
Policy classes – defines membership related to an access control policy, such as
RBAC, MLS. Members of a policy class may be users, user attributes, object, or
object attributes. Multiple policy classes may exist simultaneously.

Every user attribute, object attribute, and policy class has a unique identifier. Policies
are expressed as configurations of relations of the following four types:





Assignment – defines membership within containers, involves a pair of policy
elements
Association – defines authorized modes of access, it is a 3-tuple
< userattribute, accessrightset, attribute >
Prohibition – specifies a privilege exception, it is a 4-tuple (of 3 different kinds
described below)
Obligation – dynamically alters access state, triggered by an event; it is a 3-tuple
< user, eventpattern, eventresponse >

The prohibition relation has three forms:
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Events that trigger obligations may include the following information:







Operation;
User ID;
Process ID;
One of the user attributes of the process performing the operation;
Policy element ids representing a resource or policy information; or
One or more attributes of the resource or policy information on which the
operation has been performed.

From the four configured relation types above, four types of derived relations can be
computed for the purpose of making access control decisions:





Access control entry – derived from association; < user, accessright >
Capability – derived from association; < accessright, policyelement >
Privilege – derived from association; < user, accessright, policyelement >
Restriction – derived from conjunctive and disjunctive prohibition relations of
the same form; restricts process from performing an operation against a policy
element, based on process attributes.

The administrative commands provide for:




9.2
9.2.1

Create basic elements and containers
Delete basic elements and containers
Create and delete relations and their components

SECURITY POLICY SPECIFICATION
Graph Representation
Policies expressed in this framework are best considered as mathematical graphs. A
graphical user interface (GUI) is provided within the PM Admin tool of the NGAC
reference implementation. Currently, the implementation of this GUI is limited to
provide only views that can be represented as trees, and therefore it is not a particularly
good visualization of the policy graph. For the examples presented here a more natural
representation as unified directed graphs is used.
Figure 9 illustrates two examples of assignment and association relations as graphs.
Figure 9(a) is an access control policy configuration with policy class ―Project Access‖,
and Figure 9(b) is a data service configuration with ―File Management‖ as its policy
class. On the left side of each graph are users and user attributes, and on the right side
are objects and object attributes. Arrows represent assignment relations and dashed lines
represent associations. An association may also be thought of as a pair of assignments,
the first an assignment of a user attribute to an operation set, and the second an
assignment of the operation set to an object attribute. In the association Division–{r}–
Projects, the policy elements referenced by Projects are objects o1 and o2, meaning
that users u1 and u2 can read objects o1 and o2.
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Figure 9: Assignment/Association Graphs

Figure 10 illustrates the independent derived privileges of the separate graphs in Figure
9.

Figure 10: Independent derived privileges from Figure 9(a) and (b)

The policy specification technique allows for complex policies to be built up from
separate policies or policy fragments. For example the two policies of Figure 9 when
combined yield the policy graph illustrated in Figure 11.
The derived privileges of the combined graphs (Figure 11) of Figure 9 are shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 11: Combined policy graphs of Figure 9
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Figure 12: Derived privileges of the combined graphs of Figure 9

9.2.2

Low-Level Representations
The PM reference implementation uses two low-level representations, a low-level
textual representation of the policy machine graph, and a low-level imperative
command representation that represents primitive actions that the Policy Server can
perform to build and manipulate elements of its internal policy model. The low-level
imperative representation can be generated by our ‗ngac‘ policy tool, creating files that
can be imported by the PM Policy Server. We will not describe the details of these lowlevel representations further in this APPENDIX.

9.3

ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATION REPRESENTATION: DECLARATIVE
The Security Administration Tool in the PM reference implementation directly
manipulates the system-wide model maintained in the PM Server using an imperative
language. Live update of the model can easily disrupt normal operations, and is not a
viable practice for policy development and testing. We have implemented a standalone
policy tool called ‗ngac‘ for this purpose. It represents a first step toward a lightweight
implementation of the NGAC standard. For such a lightweight implementation of
NGAC we have developed several alternative policy representations, including an
alternative representation of the imperative language and a higher-level declarative
language.
The declarative representation of the Security Policy Tool is used to define the entities
of a policy and the relations among them. The declarative language is an attractive
alternative to using the imperative language as it is much more natural and intuitive.
The ‗ngac‘ policy tool uses the declarative representation to build an internal database
that represents the policy graph and includes logic to query the database.
The tool may also be directed to use the declarative representation to generate the
original imperative form for use with the PM Server.
A declarative policy specification is of the form:
policy( <policy name>, <policy root>, <policy elements> ).
where,
<policy name> is an identifier for the policy definition
<policy root> is an identifier for the policy class defined by this definition
<policy elements> is a list [ <element>, ... , <element> ]
where each <element> is one of:
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user( <user identifier> )
user_attribute( <user attribute identifier> )
object( <object identifier>, <object class identifier>, <inh>, <host name>,
<path name>, <base node type>, <base node name> )
object_attribute( <object attribute identifier> )
policy_class( <policy class identifier> )
assign( <entity identifier>, <entity identifier> )
associate( <user attribute id>, <operations>, <object attribute id> )
where <operations> is a list:
[ <operation identifier>, ... , <operation identifier> ]
connector( 'PM′ )
The initial character of all identifiers must be a lower-case letter or the identifier must
be quoted with single quotes, e.g. smith or ’Smith’ (identifiers are case sensitive so these
examples are distinct). Quoting of an identifier that starts with a lower-case letter is
optional, e.g. smith and ’smith’ are not distinct.
Additionally:
< inh > can be yes or no.
< host name> contains the name of the host where the corresponding file system object
resides.
< path name> is the complete path name of the corresponding file system object.

9.4

EXAMPLE POLICY IN DECLARATIVE REPRESENTATION
Earlier we presented two graphical policy examples. These examples are a good
resource because they are already developed and well explained in the NGAC and PM
documents. Figure 13 presents example (a) in the declarative representation.
Accompanying the declarative policy is a run of the ‗ngac‘ policy tool that interrogates
the policy with queries such as access(‘Policy (a)’, (u1,r,o1)),
highlighted in Figure 13. Inset in the figure is the graphical representation highlighted
with the path in the graph that enables the permit response.
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The ‗ngac‘ tool has also been implemented with a built-in test framework that permits a
customizable set of test cases to be easily integrated and run as a regression test suite
with a single command. The test cases include of both access queries that correspond to
the Policy Query Interface of Error! Reference source not found. and other testing
queries that expose intermediate internal results of policy calculations for diagnostic use
as can also be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Example policy (a) expressed in the declarative representation
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10.

APPENDIX B – MAPPING OF NGAC TO IISF SECURITY FUNCTIONS
The IISF covers virtually all aspects of security, both technical (that is, mechanisms that
are implemented as hardware and/or software) and non-technical (that is, policies,
procedures, and practices). Figure 14 shows the functional viewpoint of the IISF as six
interacting building blocks, organized as three layers. The top layer represents the four
core security functions, which are in turn supported by a data protection layer and a
security model and policy layer.

Figure 14: Functional Building Blocks of the IISF

10.1

OVERVIEW OF NGAC APPLICABILITY IN THE IISF
NGAC is concerned with security model and policy, so in Figure 15 we indicate, is a
very coarse way, the role of NGAC relative to the functional building blocks of the
IISF. In this and subsequent figures a solid green ellipse indicates a primary role, while
a dashed ellipse indicates a secondary or optional role.

Figure 15: Overview of NGAC role in IISF functional building blocks
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10.2

SECURITY MODEL AND POLICY
Figure 16 illustrates role of NGAC within the functional breakdown for the security
model and policy within IISF. The left side of this figure, Security Policy, is primarily
non-technical and refers to organizational security goals and objectives. The right side,
Security Model, is the technical aspect. NGAC is a technical measure providing security
policy (mode) specification and enforcement. Thus, we show the emphasis of NGAC on
the technical side. NGAC provides the capability to express and enforce a security
model primarily at the end points. However, since NGAC is distributed, it depends on
communications security. However, it is not primarily used to express or enforce
communications and connectivity security policy as described by the NGAC standard.
The following analysis will present a more refined explanation of the role of NGAC in
the IISF.

Figure 16: Overview of NGAC role in IISF security model and policy functional breakdown

10.3

ENDPOINT PROTECTION
Figure 17 shows the IISF functional breakdown for endpoint protection and the role that
NGAC can play in endpoint data protection. NGAC is not currently supported natively
within ubiquitous operating systems, e.g. through a ―pluggable authorization module.‖
The current feasible deployments of NGAC depend on the endpoint‘s operating system
to provide the basic security properties of isolation and integrity for the resources that it
exports, and which are placed under the NGAC scope of control. Thus, the role of
endpoint security model and policy is shared with the operating environment (OE); for
this reason a dashed ellipse is used to indicate NGAC‘s role in this aspect. NGAC can
provide fine-grained access control to OE-exported resources, and can thus provide
fine-grained integrity protection, in the sense of ―no unauthorized modification‖, for
objects under its scope of control.
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Figure 17: NGAC role in endpoint protection

10.4

COMMUNICATION AND CONNECTIVITY PROTECTION
Concerning communication and connectivity protection, the functional breakdown of
which is illustrated in Figure 18, NGAC does not have a primary role as it is defined in
the NGAC standard. It could be used to model permissions for endpoints to
communicate, and we are investigating the use of NGAC‘s policy modeling capabilities
to represent information flow control, but other aspects of communication security are
outside the scope of NGAC.

Figure 18: NGAC role in communication and connectivity protection
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10.5

SECURITY MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
Figure 19 illustrated the IISF functional breakdown of security monitoring and analysis.
NGAC does not cover this aspect of security. It is conceivable that NGAC could play a
supporting role for this aspect, depending on the level of abstraction at which
monitoring is conceptualized and implemented, by protecting monitoring resources and
granting use of those resources to monitoring agents. In this regard, monitoring is like
NGAC itself because of its dependence on the operating environment to provide the
underlying allocation of protection of resources used for monitoring. Whether
monitoring resources are placed within the NGAC scope of control could be influenced
by the consideration whether monitoring and its resources should be part of the overall
access control policy, or whether it should be treated as a distinct subsystem from
NGAC.

Figure 19: NGAC role in monitoring and analysis

10.6

SECURITY CONFIGURATION AND MANAGEMENT
Figure 20 shows the application of NGAC in the context of the IISF‘s functional
breakdown for security configuration and management. The primary application of
NGAC is its natural role in controlling changes to security policy models as is
recommended for NGAC-based enforcement mechanisms. It can also potentially be
used for configuration and management data protection if effectively integrated with the
operating environment and other management functions. NGAC could also be used for
change control of security configuration data used by other security enforcement
mechanisms, thus further unifying security management.
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Figure 20: NGAC role in security configuration and management

10.7

DATA PROTECTION
Figure 21 shows the role of NGAC in the functional breakdown of data protection. The
primary application of NGAC is to provide security model and policy for endpoint data
protection; this is NGAC‘s raison d’être. Because NGAC is not yet integrated into the
operating environment, current NGAC implementations leverage the OE to build
mechanisms that enforce NGAC policies. As mentioned with respect to security
configuration and management, NGAC can be used to protect all manner of operational
and security-related data, including communications-related data, configuration data,
and monitoring data. With appropriate policies and extensions to enforcement
mechanisms, NGAC can address a slice of data protection across the system, including
data-at-rest (DAR), data-in-use (DIU), and data-in-motion (DIM), providing a higherlevel abstraction of protections provided by the operating environment and the network
hardware and software.

Figure 21: NGAC role in data protection
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10.8

REFINED ROLE OF NGAC IN THE IISF
Having examined the role, and potential roles, of Next Generation Access Control in
various aspects of security within the Industrial Internet Security Framework, we now
present in Figure 22 a refined view of NGAC‘s roles in the functional breakdown for
security model and policy. Previously, in Figure 16 we identified in a broad sense the
applicability of NGAC as centering on data protection security policy, endpoint security
policy, and security model.

Figure 22: NGAC role in security model and policy refined

Here we assert NGAC‘s forte as the expression of data protection policies, providing a
formal framework for policy models, an interpretation mechanism and a distributed
enforcement framework in its reference implementations. We call attention to the fact
that the language of the IISF is somewhat nuanced in its distinction between security
policy and security model, using ―security policy‖ to refer to informal organizational or
regulatory policy, and ―security model‖ to refer to the more precise and machine
process-able representations that NGAC refers to a ―policy specification‖. In this sense,
NGAC provides security model and enforcement, but only for those resources that are
placed under its scope of control through an appropriate configuration of the underlying
protection mechanisms of the operating environment.
From the standpoint of policy specification the NGAC framework can be used to
express abstract policy models of communications and connectivity security policies
and protection of non-NGAC security-related data. As we have described in the
foregoing presentation, such applications may include configuration & management
security policy, monitoring & analysis security policy, communications & connectivity
security policy, in addition to endpoint security policy. The mechanisms needed to
enforce such additional policies must be provided in and NGAC-compatible way by
creating policy enforcement points (PEPs) appropriate to the new resources and
appropriate resource access points (RAPs) for those resources. These PEPs may call
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upon the NGAC policy decision point(s) (PDPs) to render access control verdicts based
on the policies stored in the policy information point (PIP).
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